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Get tax break on back-to-school shopping this weekend
During the back-to-school
annual sales tax holiday, you
can buy most clothing, footwear,
school supplies and backpacks
(sold for less than $100) tax-free
from a Texas store or from an
online or catalog seller doing business in Texas.
This year’s sales tax holiday
begins Friday, Aug. 10, and goes
through midnight Sunday, Aug. 12.
The sales tax exemption applies
only to qualifying items you buy
during the sales tax holiday.
Items you buy before or after the
sales tax holiday do not qualify
for exemption, and there is no tax
refund available.
Only specific school supplies
sold for less than $100 qualify for
the exemption.
You can buy most footwear and
clothing (sold for less than $100)
tax-free.
The exemption applies to each
eligible item sold for less than
$100, and there is no limit to the
number of qualifying items you
can buy.
For example, if you buy two
shirts for $80 each, each shirt
qualifies for the exemption

Shopping for back-toschool clothes doesn’t
mean that summer is over

By John Toth

Editor and Publisher

because each is less than $100,
even though the total purchase
price is $160.
If you pay for an $80 shirt that
must be special-ordered or is on
back order, and you pick up the
shirt after the sales tax holiday,
then it still qualifies for the exemption.
If you place a special order (or
receive a rain check) to buy a $50

shirt and did not pay for the shirt
during the sales tax holiday, then
the shirt is taxable.
Stores that sell items that do not
qualify for the sales tax holiday
exemption cannot advertise that
they will pay the sales tax for
customers.
They can, however, advertise
that tax is included in the sales
price of the taxable items.

That is one scenario for hurricanes in a warmer world, a subject
of fiendish complexity and considerable scientific research.
Some changes — such as the
slowing of hurricanes’ forward
motion and the worsening of storm

have already begun but are difficult
to detect, considering all of the
other climate forces at work.
But more certainty has developed
over the past few years. Among
the conclusions: Hurricanes will

The death of
Could there ever be a Category 6 or stronger hurricane?
the compact By David Fleshler
debate whether the storm will genersurges from rising sea levels — are
ate the 200 mph winds to achieve
happening now. Other effects, such
disk is coming? FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. — As Category 6 status.
as their increase in strength, may
Sun Sentinel (TNS)
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a ferocious hurricane bears down
on South Florida, water managers
desperately lower canals in anticipation of 4 feet of rain.
Everyone east of Dixie Highway
is ordered evacuated, for fear of a
menacing storm surge. Forecasters
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It ain’t over
‘til it’s over

(Continued on Page 10)

I get it. It’s back-to-school tax-free
weekend. That means that the
summer is winding down, and thousands of kiddos will have to change
gears from summer fun to school fun.
I’m just trying to make the transition easier.
Summer and
school don’t
equate. One is
fun, and the other
is work – the kind
that requires that
kids get up early
in the morning,
RAMBLINGS think
and do
homework.
Let’s not rush things. There are
several weeks of summer vacation
left, and just because the parents are
shopping for back-to-school clothes
and school supplies, does not necessarily mean that it is time to get into a
school frame of mind.
Sure, take advantage of the taxfree weekend sales. And then put
everything up and return to summer.
Even teachers are not gearing up
yet to return to the classroom. When
you start seeing cars parked at your
school, then it’s time to look at the
calendar again. Until then, the days
of the week make little difference.
Those of us more advanced in age
remember how summer used to be
before we started working, and our
vacation time decreased from three
months to two weeks.
I used to have to kick myself to
get back to the city and start school
- high school and then college. One
(Continued on Page 11)
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Why gas tanks should be on the driver’s side of cars
By Bob Weber

Chicago Tribune (TNS)

TAKE THAT, YOU YOUNG WHIPPERSNAPPER! A man burst
into the Winston-Salem, N.C., home of a 67-year-old resident who had
suffered a stroke, grabbed him, slung him against the sofa, and threatened him with a knife, demanding money. As the thug was counting the
cash from his victim’s wallet, the old guy started beating him with his
cane until he ran away.
I KNOW HOW THIS MUST LOOK, OFFICER: A man robbed a
bank in Bedminster, N.J., and ran outside, where he removed an outer
layer of clothes to change his appearance, dropping money to the ground
as he did so. When the cops walked up to him, more cash fell out of his
clothes.
HEY, I’M THE VICTIM HERE! A man responded to a Florida police
Facebook post, intended mainly for idiots, that “our detectives are always
ready to assist anyone who believes they were misled in their illegal drug
purchase.” He came into the station with some meth, complaining that
his dealer sold him the wrong drug, and that he wanted to press charges.
You know how this one turned out.
I’LL NEVER GO BACK TO THAT ZOO, COPPER! A man was
arrested for driving a stolen car into a ditch in Holiday, Fla., with a Capuchin monkey clinging to his shirt.

Q: Have to disagree with your
assertion that the fuel filler should
be on the driver’s side of a vehicle.
Nothing I disliked more than pulling
up to a pump island in the wife’s
old Volvo close enough to use the
too-short hoses and finding it nearly
impossible to exit the car without
banging the door into the steel bollards used to protect the pumps from
clueless morons, or the pump itself.
Her new Cruze and my old Mercedes
CLK have the filler properly placed
on the passenger side, allowing
me to exit the car without fear of
damage, and parking closer to the
pump, thereby allowing more room
for someone needing to get around
my parked vehicle.
— P.R., Grayslake, Ill.
Q: I enjoy reading your car column
weekly (but) want to take issue with
your recent blithe statement that fuel
fillers should be on the driver’s side.
Yes, this is common in the U.S., and

WE’LL SHOW YOU! After police showed up at a swimming pool
in in L’Ametlla del Vallès, Spain, a small village near Barcelona, and
ordered two women to put their bikini tops on, the ladies voted overwhelmingly to go without them in public pools.
SHE TOLD HIM TO STICK TO THE $1 ITEMS: A couple,
who had been dating for about six months, were arrested for battery for
beating each other in the parking lot of the Dollar General in Defuniak
Springs, Fla.
IS THERE SOMETHING YOU WANT TO TELL ME, HONEY?
A Texas woman threw her husband out of their home after she found out
that he was also married to several other women whom he had never
divorced.
DON’T THINK YOU CAN TALK YOUR WAY OUT OF THIS
ONE: A police officer spotted a couple being too familiar with each other
on the front seat of a Nissan Maxima in the parking lot of the Walmart in
Pierce County, Wash. He found heroin, methamphetamine, tranquilizers,
a pipe and hypodermic needles inside the vehicle. In addition, there was
a warrant out for the woman’s arrest.
I THINK WE ALL HAVE AN EVIL TWIN: A woman led police
on a high-speed chase in Waukesha, Wi., in a rental car, fleeing on foot
once she was out of their sight. They were able to identify her through a
cellphone and items from Walgreens she left behind in the car as well as
surveillance video from the store. But she said it wasn’t her suggesting
the car was stolen by a woman who looked like her.
MY KNIGHT IN SHINING ARMOR: A college coed in England
ordered Kentucky Fried delivered to her home in England, because she
hoped that the delivery guy would kill a spider on her wall. She has a
huge phobia of the arachnids. The guy showed up with the food, caught
the spider and flushed it down the toilet. “I literally could have hugged
him,” she said.
I’LL BE RIGHT WITH YOU, OFFICER: A man, who has been
charged with drunk driving four times, led a Florida deputy on a two-mile
car chase then, after finally being pulled over, swilled down a can of beer.
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it is convenient. However, especially
in Europe, most fillers are on the
passenger side. The rear passenger
side is statistically the least likely
corner of a car to be hit in a collision,
reducing the risk of fire. Also, if a car

MOTORMOUTH
runs out of fuel and is stopped on the
shoulder, it’s safer to fill it on the passenger side than on the driver’s side,
where other cars are speeding by.
I’m sure neither of these arguments
will convince you, LOL. Perhaps
the controversy will go away in a
few decades when we’re all driving
around in battery-powered cars that
recharge wirelessly.
— M.V., Chicago
A: We have received about a halfdozen letters in favor of the fuel filler
being on the right (passenger) side of

the car because one can get closer
to the pumps, rear-end collisions are
less likely on the right corner and filling an out-of-gas car on the highway
risks personal rear-end damage.
However, if one pulls too close to
the pump island (and pumps, hoses
and bollards), one must only give
oneself more space. Fuel tanks are
now located in safer, more protected
places on the vehicle, and we have
not seen a rear-ender result in an
explosion since … never. Pulling up
to the pump head-on with another
car (different-side filler) means that
someone will have to back away
rather than simply pulling through
and out. Playing chicken? The filler
pipe belongs on the left side, no
matter your political leaning. And,
darn it, it is just more convenient for
we lazy people who don’t want to
walk around the car.

Strange but True
By Bill Sones
and Rich Sones, Ph.D.
ROLL OF THE OLD DICE
Q. Dice aficionados, how much
do you know about your favorite
game? For example, how far back
do dice date? How did their shape
and configuration change over
time?
A. The earliest Roman-era dice,
some 2000 years old, are largely
asymmetrical and wouldn’t roll
randomly, says Colin Barras in
“New Scientist” magazine. Archaeologists Jelmer Eerkens and Alex
de Voogt, in examining 110 dice
from the Netherlands, discovered
that “only from about AD 1450 were
most dice more or less symmetrical,” perhaps reflecting an increasing awareness of the importance of
chance.
Also, the number configurations
on dice changed from “primes” (1
opposite 2, 3 opposite 4, 5 opposite
6) to the modern arrangement of
“sevens” (1 opposite 6, 2 opposite
5, and 3 opposite 4). It may be that
primes were viewed as “unbalanced” (1 + 2 = 3, 5 + 6 = 11),
while sevens always add up to the
number 7, making them seem more
likely to roll fairly. Says Barras,
“This hints that medieval Europeans
—- particularly gamblers -— were
thinking about factors governing

the outcome of rolls long before
mathematicians like Blaise Pascal
grasped how probability works.”
WHAT AM I?
Q. They can take the shape of
a tiny marble, a hamburger, even
a parachute, though the formation
is in constant flux. What is being
described here? Clue: They are
not teardrop-shaped, as is often
depicted.
A. Did you guess raindrops?
High in the atmosphere, raindrops
form when water clings to tiny particles of dust, taking on the shape
of a sphere since it has the smallest
surface area, reports “Amazing
Science.” Surface tension causes
water molecules to cling together,
and as the drops fall, they encounter air pressure that flattens out the
bottom edge, creating the hamburger shape. The largest raindrops, unable to hold themselves
together, start to distort into the
shape of a parachute. Raindrops
larger than 4 millimeters (0.16 inch)
break up as they fall, with the smallest droplets remaining spherical in
the final descent.
WORDLY EVOLUTION
Q. “Earthworms, dogs, monkeys and humans. We are all
cousins in the great journey of
evolution,” writes Anu Garg on his
“A.Word.A.Day” website. And the
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English language reflects this close
relationship, with words like “black
dog,” “gobemouche,” “mooncalf”
and “railbird.” Do you know their
meanings?
A. Metaphorically, “black dog”
referred to a counterfeit coin,
perhaps because it was made with
base metals that turn black over
time, Garg explains. It eventually
came to mean “depression,” and
both 18th-century lexicographer
Samuel Johnson and 20th-century statesman Winston Churchill
used the term to describe their
own depression. “Gobemouche”
(GOB-moosh), comes from the
French for “flycatcher” or “sucker”,
from “gober” (to suck or swallow) +
“mouche” (fly) and describes a gullible or credulous person.
Then consider “mooncalf,” based
on an early belief that a misshapen
birth stemmed from the effects of
the moon. Hence, the word can
mean “a daydreamer,” “a fool” or
“a congenitally deformed person.”
Finally, “railbird” has its origin in a
bird being slang for “a person with
a specific character” or “a peculiar
person” and refers to “someone
who watches horse-racing from
the railing along the track.” More
generally, it can mean “a horseracing enthusiast” or “a spectator at
a contest.”

Please tell our advertisers that you
saw their ads in The Bulletin
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West county library programs by Gathering Place focus on Keto Diets and Alzheimer’s treatment
The last three video interviews of
the Summer Alzheimer’s education
series in West County libraries will
focus on the keto diet, emotion as
therapy for AD patients, and the
work of the author of “Grain Brain”
and “Brain Maker.”
“We are very pleased to have
Courtney LaTour and Dr. Sumathi

Venkatesh with Texas A&M AgriLife
Extension to answer diet questions
at all six of our library screenings,
but we really could not show the
keto diet video unless they were
there. Keto diets should be prescribed by a doctor because they
are contraindicated with some medical conditions,” Gathering Place

DID YOU KNOW?
• Those dancing inflatable men outside of car dealerships, called AirDancers, are also excellent scarecrows.
• Disney’s “Sleeping Beauty” takes place in the 14th century, but Aurora and
Phillip dance a waltz that wasn’t invented until the 16th century.
• In the 1860s, due to toxic dyes, the average headdress worn by a Victorian
woman contained enough arsenic to poison 20 people.
• The most common reason U.S. doctors prescribe antibiotics is to treat
respiratory tract infections, even though most are caused by viruses.
• It takes just one-tenth of a second for our brains to begin to recognize
emotions conveyed by human vocalizations, like growls or cries.

CEO Dale Libby said.
“Keto diets are very popular with
folks now because of the rapid
weight loss they always cause, and
we have a few Alzheimer’s patients
that are on modified keto diets,” he
said.
The screening Libby referred to
will be shown Thurs. Aug 9 at the
Brazoria Library. Video interviews
with Dr. Dominic D’Agostino and Dr.
Angela Poff, researchers at the University of Florida medical labs, will
focus on their work with ketogenic
diets.
The keto diet is an extremely low
carb diet which is high in fats. It
is established therapy for obesity,
Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, ALS,
stroke, seizures, diabetes, and
cancer.
United States Navy SEALS
adhere to keto diets to optimize
general health and fitness and maximize cognitive function. D’Agostino
discusses types of keto diets, and
Poff explains her research with
cancer patients with inoperable
tumors. Using hyperbaric chambers
and keto nutrition, she has reduced
the size of tumors so that they can
be surgically removed.
Dr. Vincent Fortanasce, video
star of the Tues. Aug. 14 screening
at the Sweeny Library, has treated
Pope John Paul II and the Dalai

Lama. He describes very effective
Alzheimer’s treatment when there
is a large family to support the
caregiver. Eliciting emotions, even
negative ones, is key to optimizing
cognitive function, he claims.
On Mon. Aug. 20, the interview with world-famous Dr. David
Perlmutter, author of “Grain Brain”
and “Brain Maker” will be screened.
Perlmutter’s books have been
translated into 27 languages, and
he won the Linus Pauling Award for
neurological innovations. He has
revolutionized our understanding of

brain health. Mainstream medicine,
he says, has failed us because it
focuses on the smoke instead of
the fire. Like Dr. Bredesen, he says
health—good or bad—begins in the
gut.
Dr. Perlmutter’s interview will conclude the library screenings series.
The Alzheimer’s Caregiver Conference and Resource Fair set for
Aug. 24 at the West Columbia Civic
Center will conclude the summer
education program.
For more information, call Libby
at (979)236-5393.

Brazoria County OKs funds for museum,
Lake Jackson offices, shelter, parking

Issue $8.2M in certificates of obligation
The Brazoria County Commissioners’ Court recently authorized
the issuance of up to $8,725,000
in certificates of obligation to fund
a variety of capital projects, to
include the construction of a satellite office to serve the southern
sector of the county, rebuild the
county animal control facility, and
make other renovations and property acquisitions.
“Brazoria County’s high bond
rating from all three rating entities,
will allow for a better interest rate,”
says County Judge Matt Sebesta. “I am very proud of our bond
rating,” said Judge Sebesta.
The county has received the
second-highest bond rating, which
reflects in the county’s large and
growing tax base. The county’s
high bond rating is bolstered by
the county’s conservative financial
management and strong reserves.
In a report from Moody’s Investor Service, “Brazoria County credit
strengths include a large and rapidly growing tax base, very strong
finances and low debt burden.”
During Commissioners Court,
Don Gonzales, County Financial
Advisor with Estrada-Hinojosa
Investment Bankers stated: “this
debt will be issued with no tax
increase. The county’s growth
enables strong budgetary flexibility
and performance.”
A new facility for county purposes tops the list at approximately
$4.4 million. The facility will include
county offices for the following:

Justice of the Peace, Precinct 1-1,
Tax Office; County Clerk, Sheriff,
Constable, Commissioner Sub
Office, and Health Department.
This multi-purpose facility located
in Lake Jackson will provide
residents easy access to county
services in one location.
A total of $2.5 million will go to
the construction and furnishing
of a new county animal control
building. A new larger facility will
allow Animal Control Deputies to
utilize space and equipment more
adequately for the care of animals
when housed at the facility.
Approximately $1 Million of
the $8,725,000 will go towards
improvements and renovations
of the Brazoria County Historical
Museum.
The museum is a great treasure which once served as the
courthouse for the county. Repairs
on this historical building are
needed to maintain the integrity
of the structure and history that it
represents.
Finally, $825,000 will go to the
purchase of the building and land
across from the courthouse for
a much-needed parking lot for
visitors conducting business at the
courthouse.
Commissioners Court also
authorized refunding on previously
issued obligations used in 2008 for
road improvements.
By approving this refund, it will
save Brazoria County $382,786 in
interest over the next 10 years.
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‘Star Wars: Episode IX’ will officially include the late Carrie Fisher and Billy Dee Williams

By Tracy Brown

Los Angeles Times (TNS)

Lucasfilm has revealed the cast
for “Star Wars: Episode IX,” the next
installment of its Skywalker saga, and
it’s official: The late Carrie Fisher will
once again appear as Leia, by way of
previously unreleased footage from

“Star Wars: The Force Awakens.”
“We desperately loved Carrie
Fisher,” director J.J. Abrams said in a
statement Friday. “Finding a truly satisfying conclusion to the Skywalker
saga without her eluded us.
He added: “We were never going
to recast, or use a CG character.

My Answer by Billy Graham

Be wary of religious groups that make false claims
Q: Neither my husband nor I
grew up in religious homes, but
recently a couple came to our door
to talk with us about their faith.
They were friendly, and the literature they left got us to thinking, but
how do we know if they’re right?
- Mrs. N.D.
A: Elsewhere in your letter, you
mention the name of their group,
and while I don’t refer to religious
organizations or churches by
name in this column, I must warn
you that its teachings differ from
historic Christianity in several
important ways.
One reason is because its
beliefs aren’t based solely on
the Bible, but on other books it
claims are just as true as the Bible.
However, they contradict the Bible
at important points, and unfortunately, this leads to confusion and
misunderstanding.

For example, the Bible (unlike
these other books) makes it clear
that Jesus was the unique Son of
God - fully God and fully man - sent
from heaven to save us from our
sins. He was without sin, but on
the cross all our sins were placed
on Him, and He became the final
and complete sacrifice for our sins.
Because of Him we can be saved,
not by our good works (as this
group claims) but solely through
faith in Christ. The Bible says, “This
is how God showed his love among
us: He sent his one and only Son
into the world that we might live
through him” (1 John 4:9).
Don’t turn away from the
spiritual hunger God has given you.
Instead, by a simple prayer of faith
ask Jesus to come into your lives,
and He will. It’s the most important
decision you’ll ever make. Then
ask God to help you find a church
where Christ is preached and you
can grow in your faith.
Tribune Media Services
(Send your queries to “My Answer,”
c/o Billy Graham, Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, 1 Billy Graham Parkway, Charlotte, N.C., 28201; call 1-(877)
2-GRAHAM, or visit the Web site for the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association:
www.billygraham.org.)

With the support and blessing from
her daughter, Billie, we have found
a way to honor Carrie’s legacy and
role as Leia in ‘Episode IX’ by using
unseen footage we shot together in
‘Episode VII.’”
Abrams, who will be directing
“Episode IX,” served as the director
for “The Force Awakens.” He also
co-wrote the “Episode IX” screenplay
with Chris Terrio.
Lucasfilm also confirmed that Billy
Dee Williams will in fact be returning
to “Star Wars,” reprising his role as
Lando Calrissian.
Mark Hamill and Anthony Daniels

round out the veterans from the
original “Star Wars” trilogy who will
be appearing in “Episode IX.”
Other returning cast members
include Daisy Ridley (Rey), Adam
Driver (Kylo Ren), John Boyega
(Finn), Oscar Isaac (Poe), Lupita
Nyong’o (Maz Kanata), Domhnall
Gleeson (General Hux), Kelly Marie
Tran (Rose), Joonas Suotamo
(Chewbacca) and Billie Lourd
(Connix).
Joining them will be Naomi Ackie
and Richard E. Grant. The movie will
begin filming at London’s Pinewood
Studios on Aug. 1.

Friday’s announcement also noted
that composer John Williams will be
back to score “Episode IX.”
The film will be produced by
Abrams, Kathleen Kennedy and
Michelle Rejwan, while Callum
Greene and Jason McGatlin will
serve as executive producers.
“Star Wars: Episode IX” is scheduled to hit theaters in December
2019.
Star Wars debuted on May 25,
1977 in 32 theaters, and broke house
records, effectively becoming one of
the first blockbuster films.
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By Kavita Kumar

Star Tribune (Minneapolis) (TNS)

The beleaguered compact disc,
made increasingly obsolete in the
age of streaming, now has found
itself in the bargain bin.
Richfield, Minn.-based Best Buy,
once one of the bigger music retailers with several aisles of CDs, now
has a time capsule to another era
jumbled up inside the $5.99 bargain
bin. Lynyrd Skynyrd, the Who, Cat
Stevens, Billy Ocean, Lionel Richie
— all a nod to the aging demographics of those who still buy them.
“Does anybody remember the last
time they bought a CD?” Best Buy
CEO Hubert Joly asked rhetorically earlier this year in confirming
the retailer is “de-emphasizing” the
category.
The truth is that CDs have been
in a freefall for more than a decade.
In recent years, Best Buy’s collection had been reduced to a single
row. Displays of iTunes gift cards
can be found more easily and plentifully in its stores than CDs.
Best Buy is also in the process
of removing CDs altogether from
its website. It only has a handful of
audio systems with a CD player left
in stores as streaming takes over
the music business.
“I don’t know if I’ve ever bought
a CD,” said high schooler Tommy
Zimbinski of Prior Lake, Minn., who
sometimes listens to his parents’
collection but mostly streams music
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on sites such
as Spotify and
Pandora.
He has,
however, bought
a handful of
records. Indeed,
while CDs have
been on the
decline, vinyl
has been on the
rise, prompting
Best Buy to still
carry LPs and
Target to add
them in the fall.
Target, too, is cutting back
on its CD selection. The Minneapolis-based retailer still sells
new releases, but in October 2016
it pulled back on the number of
catalog, or previously released, CDs
it carries from about 300 to 100.
Target is in the midst of an
aggressive push to modernize
hundreds of its stores. As stores
are remodeled, the space for CDs,
especially those catalog titles, will
be further squeezed, said Joshua
Thomas, a company spokesman.
“Music is an important part of
our DNA,” he said. “We’re making
changes that reflect changes in the
industry and the shift in consumer
behavior.”
For example, at its Nicollet Mall
store next to headquarters, which
was remodeled last year, the music
aisle now only takes up half a row

in addition to a stand-alone fixture.
The selection ranges from the
newest hits from the likes of Bruno
Mars alongside more classic titles
from Bob Marley and Jimi Hendrix.
Target also has continued to
partner in recent years with A-list
stars such as Justin Timberlake and
Taylor Swift on selling exclusive versions of albums.
But down the road, Stephen
Baker, a tech analyst with the NPD
Group, sees Target and other larger
retailers such as Walmart following
Best Buy’s lead when it comes to
CDs.
“They have a little more space to
play with, and their customer base
is a little longer in the tooth in terms
of adoption rates,” he said. “But I
think eventually, sooner rather than
later, (CDs) will end up just in some
bins for impulse purchases in those

stores as well.”
Best Buy’s
customers tend to
be earlier adopters
of new technology,
he said. Whereas
in the past, browsing Best Buy’s
CD selection
was a reason to
come to a store,
these days it’s
things that weren’t
around 20 years
ago, like 4K TVs,
connected devices
and smartphones
that bring people in.
At the same time, keeping the
bargain bins around is a way for
Best Buy to pick up some extra
sales without a lot of effort, Baker
said.
“It’s kind of like putting candy,
gum and Red Bull up in the front of
the store,” he said. “Someone might
come in and go, ‘Oh that’s interesting. I need a new Rolling Stone
CD.’?”
CD sales slipped 6 percent last
year while revenue from vinyl was
up 10 percent. Still, vinyl sales
are only about a third of CD sales
overall. While CDs seem destined to
continue to decline, many see them
as having more lasting power than
cassettes.
“They’re still a billion-dollar
business — that’s nothing to shake

a stick at,” said Cara Duckworth,
spokeswoman for the Recording
Industry Association of America
(RIAA). “There are still fans who
love CDs and want to continue to
have that tactile experience of holding a physical product and reading
through the liner notes, the cover
art, and all of that.”
CDs enjoyed a meteoric rise in
the 90s, replacing cassette tapes
as the popular music mode. They
peaked around 2000 with about
$13.2 billion in U.S. sales that year,
according to the RIAA. Last year,
they totaled only $1.1 billion in
sales, making up 12 percent of the
music industry’s overall revenue
from recorded music. In contrast,
streaming services made up 65
percent and digital downloads 15
percent.
Joel Anderson, 52, of Minneapolis, still buys CDs but acknowledges
only his desktop computer can still
play them. So he has half given in
and downloads them onto his smartphone or iPod because it’s easier.
But there are some occasions
that still bring him to a music store,
such as shopping for his wife’s
birthday as he did at the Electric
Fetus on a recent day. He picked
up a couple of CDs for her, noting
that she worked at a record store in
college so still appreciates physical
music.
“Gifting music is not as fun with a
subscription,” he said.
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Freeport LNG sponsors BACH luncheon speaker Sept. 19
BACH, Brazoria County Association for Citizens with Handicaps,
has partnered with Freeport LNG
to bring world-renowned Autism
spokesperson, animal scientist,
author, inventor, and professor,
Temple Grandin, Ph.D. to the
Brazoria County community.
On Wednesday, Sept. 19,
educators, industry, business and
civic leaders, healthcare practitioners, parents, ranchers, and
livestock veterinarians will gather
at the Dow Academic Center at
Brazosport College for a premier
luncheon featuring Dr. Temple
Grandin.
Event guests will learn about
Dr. Grandin’s fascinating life on
the Autism Spectrum, with all its
challenges and successes. Dr.
Grandin is passionate about early

Pictured left to right are: Gil Rasco, BACH Board President, Haley
Ruthstrom, BACH Development Coordinator, Wendy Mazurkiewicz,
Freeport LNG, Patty Swords, BACH Executive Director, Nancy Wollam,
BACH Board Secretary. BACH, with the support of Freeport LNG, will
be hosting a premier luncheon on Wednesday, Sept. 19, featuring world
renowned Autism spokesperson Temple Grandin, Ph.D.

intervention and the importance
of parents and teachers working
together so special needs children can reach their full potential.
This event is made possible in
part by the sponsorship of Freeport LNG.
“It’s a pleasure to be able to
help support events like these
in our community. I’m looking
forward to hearing Dr. Grandin speak.” said Freeport LNG
spokesperson, Wendy Mazurkiewicz.
Bach Executive Director Patty
Swords stated: “Bringing Temple
Grandin to our community is a
great honor for BACH. We want
to share her passionate message
about growing up on the Autism
Spectrum to raise awareness and
understanding on a large scale.”

Temple Grandin was diagnosed
with Autism in 1950, and though
she was considered “weird” in her
young school years, she found
a mentor who recognized her
interests and abilities. Dr. Grandin
later developed her talents into a
successful career as a livestockhandling equipment designer,
one of very few in the world. She
currently works as a professor of
animal science at Colorado State
University and speaks around the
world on both Autism and cattle
handling.
If you would like to attend
this event, you can purchase
tickets by visiting https:
//bach.networkforgood.com/
projects/38470-2018-bach-luncheon or by calling the BACH
office at (979)849-2447.
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Otzi the Iceman was not a strict adherent to Paleo diet

By Melissa Healy

Los Angeles Times (TNS)

If you were thinking that the
ancient Alpine traveler known as
Otzi — and often known simply as
Iceman — scraped by on a diet of
foraged grasses and berries, you’d
be very wrong.
A comprehensive new study of

his stomach contents reveals that
Otzi, who perished roughly 5,300
years ago on a mountain in the
Eastern Alps of Italy, died with a
belly full of fatty meat, some whole
seeds from the einkorn wheat plant,
and maybe a bit of goat’s milk or
cheese — all eaten just a couple of
hours before he died.

Judging from the remnants of
plant spores found in his gut, the
Iceman may have set off from home
with a mobile meal of smoked or
dried meat wrapped in the large,
coarse leaves of a bracken fern.
It was not a bad picnic for a
peripatetic member of a primitive
society of hunter-gatherer-farm-

ers. There were traces of herbs,
perhaps used to flavor the meat or
a bread made from grains we would
now call “ancient.” The meat came
from an ibex — a wild goat species
also known as the steinbock — and
red deer, both plentiful in the area.
So much for some researchers’ conviction, based of an early
analysis of his hair, that Otzi was a
vegetarian.
Close to half of what remained in
his stomach was fat from the meats
he consumed. That fat would have
given his last meal the luxurious
mouthfeel of bacon.
The muscle-and-heart meat
would have delivered the satiating
properties of protein. It was fuel
well-suited to the rigors of stalking,
hunting and possibly shepherding
animals in the cold, high Alps.
In time, this fatty, carnivorous
diet would probably have clogged

Otzi’s arteries, and evidence that
this process was already under way
has come from earlier research.
But since Iceman was unlikely to
survive into anything resembling
modern-day old age, that would
probably not have been the death
of him. (He is estimated to have
been roughly 45 when he died and
had probably outlived most of his
contemporaries.)
As food-packaging goes, bracken
fern is a more questionable choice:
It can cause bleeding and anemia
when ingested.
But what killed Otzi in the end
appears to have been an arrow
to the back. And what happened
at some point following his death
— either a deliberate burial or a
final accidental fall into a glacial
ravine — caused his remains to be
frozen and mummified until their
discovery by hikers in 1991.

Autonomous decision-making one of
biggest challenges for flying cars
By Samantha Masunaga
Los Angeles Times (TNS)

Despite several proposals to
create flying taxis, industry has a
ways to go to master how those
vehicles will operate without human
pilots and make crucial flight decisions on their own, an industry
expert told a congressional committee hearing recently.
The meeting of the House Committee on Science, Space and
Technology — billed as the first
congressional hearing dedicated to
the topic of flying cars by Chairman
Lamar Smith, R-Texas — made
clear that urban flying vehicles
will pose a new set of challenges
beyond the autonomous vehicles
that are being tested on city streets
across the United States.
“Traffic and gridlock challenges
are better overcome by cars that
fly, rather than drive,” Smith said.
“Although it will be a while before
we see widespread ownership
and use of personal vehicles that
can both be driven and flown,
these advances are visible on the
horizon.”
Among the industry representatives at the hearing were executives
from ride-hailing company Uber
and Terrafugia, a Woburn, Mass.,
company that plans to release
its Transition flying car next year

at a price tag of $400,000. Both
companies aim to operate services
that would eventually allow people
to be picked up by an autonomous
flying taxi and transported to their
destination.
That would require developing
systems that can learn from and
adapt to situations never before
encountered, a challenge that “is
one of the biggest,” said John-Paul
Clarke, a College of Engineering
dean’s professor at the Georgia
Institute of Technology and cochair of a 2014 National Research
Council committee on autonomy
research for civil aviation.
“But I don’t think it’s insurmountable,” he said during the hearing.
Clarke estimated that degree of
sophisticated autonomous technology would be developed in five
to 10 years, “to the level where I
would feel comfortable getting on
an airplane.”
Progress is also needed in areas
such as cybersecurity, as well as
gathering community input on vehicle noise levels, privacy concerns
and location of vertiports where
passengers could get on flying
vehicles, industry experts said.
Uber plans to conduct test flights
of flying taxis in Dallas and Los
Angeles in 2020, with commercial
service starting as soon as 2023.

ACC Upward Bound students tour colleges
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The Alvin Community College Upward Bound students recently visited two
universities during a trip to Louisiana to learn more about the college admissions process.
A group of students toured McNeese State University and Louisiana State
University during the three-day trip on July 16-18.
“The student’s experienced a university atmosphere, learned about admissions requirements and financial aid opportunities, and gained exposure
to career opportunities,” said Regan Metoyer-Peterson, Advising director.
“It was an incredible learning experience, and I feel fortunate that the ACC
Upward Bound students were afforded the opportunity.”
The trip is part of a six-week Summer Session for Upward Bound students
and is designed to encourage development of academic skills, organization
skills, social skills and college preparation.
Upward Bound seeks to motivate low-income and/or potential first-generation college students and help them develop the skills they need to complete secondary education and succeed at the postsecondary educational
institution of their choice. The purpose of the program is to build confidence
and self-esteem, while providing the necessary tools and guidance to foster
academic success.
The federally-funded program started at ACC in 2003. It was created by
the Department of Education and works with Alvin High School students.
Upward Bound students receive tutoring for their classes; take campus
tours of Texas colleges; participate in academic and athletic competitions as
well as receive help applying for college and financial aid.
At McNeese and LSU, students were able to meet university staff from
admissions and financial aid, deans of the various colleges, and faculty
members of various departments.
The students also visited New Orleans, touring the World War II Museum.
“Our student’s learned about tolerance as they studied the unthinkable
acts that were taking place around the world in the 1940s,” Metoyer-Peterson said. “The museum told the story of the war through the lens of Americans and why we fought so hard to destroy the forces of ignorance.”
Throughout the Summer Session, students would attend courses at the
college and then tour a regional university on Fridays. The session ended
with a recognition dinner on July 12 to honor students for their academic
achievement.
The Summer Session also included field trips to Houston Baptist University, The Art Institute, and University of Houston-Downtown. Other activities
included volunteering at the Houston Food Bank and participating in the
TRiO Day Competition with five other Upward Bound programs from the
Houston area.
For more information about Upward Bound, visit www.alvincollege.edu/
upward-bound.
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By Susan Tompor

Detroit Free Press (TNS)

Back in 2009, college students
seemed to have a love affair going
on with their credit cards. About
84 percent of college undergraduates had at least one credit card,
according to a study then from Sallie
Mae. Seniors were graduating with
an average credit card debt of more
than $4,100 in 2009, up from about
$2,900 in 2004.
By 2016, only 56 percent of college students were carrying credit
cards, according to another Sallie
Mae report called “Majoring in
Money.” Credit was tougher to get
after the financial fallout and more
restrictions were put in place in 2010
when it came to issuing credit cards
to consumers younger than 21.
Here are some tips when shopping
for a credit card to take to college:
Look for the best credit cards
for college students
Some credit cards are designed
for people with high incomes and
excellent credit histories — not college students, said Bill Hardekopf,
CEO of LowCards.com.
So don’t apply for just any card
that has great rewards. College

students are likely to
be rejected for those
high-flying rewards
cards. Look for cards
that target students.
If you’ve have a
college checking or
savings account,
try applying for a
credit card from that
specific bank or credit
union, Hardekopf
said.
“Having an existing, healthy relationship with the
bank — especially if you have money
in a savings account with them
— can help improve the chances of
being approved for a credit card,”
he said.
Know the real cost of borrowing
Credit card rates might come with
a 0 percent introductory offer. But
rates can really skyrocket after that
intro period ends in six months or so.
Often, variable rates can range
from around 15 percent to 25
percent, depending on your credit for
some student credit cards.
Shop for a low rate. Look at your
local credit union. The University of
Michigan Credit Union, for example,

has a Visa Platinum OptimUM with
an 8.99 percent rate.
“Obtaining a credit card in college
can be a great way for a young
person to establish a good credit history, provided that all payments are
made on time and that balances are
kept low,” said Mark Munzenberger,
financial education specialist, University of Michigan Credit Union.
At the same time, though, college
students should establish or maintain
a savings account for unexpected
expenses instead of using a credit
card to take on debt, Munzenberger
said.
A huge danger of using a credit
card when you’re in college is that

you can get
tricked into
thinking you’re
managing
your money if
you’re making
the minimum
payment.
Very few
college students — just
8 percent
— pay only
the minimum
amount due each month, according
to the 2016 Sallie Mae survey. About
a quarter of students make partial
payments that exceed the minimum
amount due. And nearly two-thirds
pay their credit card balance in full
each month.
Keep credit card balances low
Don’t get into the habit of charging
$250 or $300 on a card that has a
$500 limit.
Ideally, you’d want to charge less
than 10 percent of the limit, or $50
on a card with a $500 limit, to get the
best credit score, Ulzheimer said.
“Card issuers report your statement balance to the credit bureaus,
which is why you want to keep your

charges to no more than 10 percent
of the reported limit,” Ulzheimer said.
“Even if you pay in full each
month, the balance on your statement is what’s used to calculate the
balance to limit ratio,” he said.
If you can’t stay below 10 percent,
aim to hit or stay below 30 percent
as that can help with a for the VantageScore credit score, he said.
“It’s a sliding scale, and lower is
always better than higher,” Ulzheimer
said.
So if you have a $500 limit on
your card, don’t charge $450 worth
of books.
Work toward building up your
credit score
No, we’re not suggesting that you
call the number on the next road sign
that reads “Repair Bad Credit: $250.”
No one should hand over money
for that one. Instead, take key steps
toward a better score.
You can obtain free credit reports
at www.annualcreditreport.com. Or
call 877-322-8228. Make sure there
aren’t any mistakes or signs that
an ID thief opened up a credit card
using your name. An inaccurate
report can drive down your credit
score.

Are conditions developing for the formation of devastating Category 6 or stronger hurricanes?
(Continued from Page 1)

be wetter. They are likely to move
slower, lingering over whatever
area they hit. And although there
is debate over whether there will
be more or fewer of them, most
researchers think hurricanes will be
stronger.
“There’s almost unanimous
agreement that hurricanes will
produce more rain in a warmer
climate,” said Adam Sobel, professor of applied physics at Columbia University and director of its
Initiative on Extreme Weather and
Climate. “There’s agreement there
will be increased coastal flood risk
at a minimum because of sea-level
rise. Most people believe that hurricanes will get, on average, stronger.
There’s more debate about whether
we can detect that already.”
No one knows how strong they
could get, as they’re fueled by
warmer ocean water. Timothy Hall,
senior scientist at the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies,
said top wind speeds of up to 230
mph could occur by the end of the
century, if current global warming

trends continue. That would be the
strength of an F-4 tornado, which
can pick up cars and throw them
through the air (although tornadoes,
because of their rapid changes of
wind direction, are considered more
destructive).
Does that mean the current fivecategory hurricane scale should be
expanded to include a Category 6,
or even Category 7?
The Saffir–Simpson hurricane
wind scale, developed in the early
1970s, ranks hurricanes from
Category 1, which means winds of
74-95 mph, to Category 5, which
covers winds of 157 mph or more.
Since each category covers a
range of wind speeds, it would
appear that once wind speed
reaches 190 or 200 mph, the pattern
may call for another category. Last
season saw two Category 5 hurricanes, Irma and Maria, with Irma
reaching 180 mph. And in 2015, off
Mexico’s Pacific coast, Hurricane
Patricia achieved a freakish sustained wind speed of 215 mph.
“If we had twice as many
Category 5s — at some point,

several decades down the line — if
that seems to be the new norm,
then yes, we’d want to have more
partitioning at the upper part of the
scale,” Hall said. “At that point, a
Category 6 would be a reasonable
thing to do.”
Many scientists and forecasters
aren’t particularly interested in categories anyway, since they indicate
only wind speed, not the other
dangers posed by hurricanes.
“We’ve tried to steer the focus
toward the individual hazards, which
include storm surge, wind, rainfall,
tornadoes and rip currents, instead
of the particular category of the
storm, which only provides information about the hazard from wind,”
said Dennis Feltgen, spokesman
for the National Hurricane Center.
“Category 5 on the Saffir-Simpson
scale already captures “catastrophic
damage” from wind, so it’s not
clear that there would be a need
for another category even if storms
were to get stronger.”
Among the most solid predictions
is that storms will move more slowly.
In fact, that has already happened.

A new study in the journal Nature
found that tropical cyclones have
decreased their forward speed
by 10 percent since 1949, and
many scientists expect the trend to
continue.
That doesn’t mean a hurricane’s
winds would slow down. It means
the hurricane would be more likely
to linger over an area — like last
year’s Hurricane Harvey. It settled
over the Houston area and dropped
more than 4 feet of rain on some
areas, flooding thousands of
houses.
In addition to moving slower,
future hurricanes are expected to
dump a lot more rain. A study by
scientists at the National Center for
Atmospheric Research this year
looked at how 20 Atlantic hurricanes
would change if they took place at
the end of the century, under the
average projection for global warming. Warm air holds more water than
cold air. The study found that hurricanes would generate an average
of 24 percent more rain, an increase
that guarantees the more storms
would produce catastrophic flooding.

The production of horrifying
amounts of rain shows another way
in which Harvey is a window into the
future. One study, which looked at
how much rain Harvey would have
produced if it had formed in the
1950s, found that global warming
had increased its rainfall by up to 38
percent.
Other scientists see Harvey less
as a symptom of climate change
than an indication of what we can
expect in the future.
“Whether we’re talking about a
change in the number of storms
or an increase in the most intense
storms, the changes that are likely
to come from global warming are not
likely to be detectable until 50 years
from now,” said Brian Soden, professor of atmospheric sciences at the
University of Miami’s Rosenstiel
School of Marine and Atmospheric
Science. “There’s so much natural
variability in the system, the typical
year-to-year variability in hurricane
activity, that the signal really doesn’t
emerge from that background
variability until the latter half of this
century.”
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Shopping for back-to-school clothes doesn’t mean summer is over
(Continued from Page 1)

year I took to my job at a summer
camp in the mountains a calculus
book that I was going to be using in
the fall.
I thought I’d read ahead a little and
get a jump on the competition. I think
I opened it once, and only for a few
minutes before it took up residence
in the corner of my room for the
remainder of the season.
It was a good idea at first. But in
reality, it felt like it was against the
summer rules. There was plenty of
time for hard work like that when the
semester started. No need to jockey
ahead of the pack when I could be
sailing.
When I was a student, one of
the saddest events of the year for
me was the Jerry Lewis Labor Day
Telethon. That was, for me, actually the official end of the summer.
Classes started the next day. What
I feared since the beginning of June
had finally arrived.
Jerry always raised a bunch of
money and looked really tired as
he plowed on hour after hour. Then
even that part of the summer was

over as the stations switched to local
news. Back in those days we just
had the free TV – only a handful of
channels.
The local stations did a report on
how successful the telethon was,
and it brought back a few seconds
of summer. Then it was all gone as
my attention focused on how in the
heck would I ever understand those
calculus problems.
I should have gotten a jump on
them when I had a chance, but after
sailing came water skiing and tennis.
I never was too nervous about
returning to school, but for those
who are, I found some tips on the
Internet. No need to thank me. It
only took a few seconds after I typed
the words “back to school anxiety.”
About 202 millions results popped
up. I didn’t get a chance to read all of
them, so here are just a few.
• A week before school starts,
change your schedule to school
hours, like getting up at 7:45 a.m.
and making it to class at 8 a.m. (I
always had to search for a parking
spot, so I actually got up at 7:40
a.m.)

• Visit the school and practice
walking into class. (I never did this
because I didn’t really wanted to go
to the school before I had to go to
school.)
• Plan lunches for the first week.
(We had a muscular cafeteria lady
plan our lunches, and we didn’t dare
not eat them).
• Plan out what you want to wear.
(I went to school in the 1970s. That
wasn’t all that important.)
• Reach out to your peers for support. (I tried that, but they were still
asleep.)
Have a few more great weeks,
dear younger readers. Don’t worry
about summer ending. It’s still here.
Enjoy the great deals on tax-free
weekend and then return to summer
– while you can.

Sunscreen can save
your child’s adult life

The Philadelphia Inquirer (TNS)
Slather that sunscreen on your
kids and don’t hold back. It could
help save their lives.
A study out of Australia found
that using sunscreen in childhood
can reduce the risk of developing
melanoma, the deadliest form of
skin cancer, by 40 percent in young
adults.
As with most cancers, the risk of
melanoma increases with age. But
according to the American Cancer
Society, melanoma is one of the
most common cancers in young
adults (especially young women).
Researchers at the University of
Sydney analyzed data collected from
nearly 1,700 Australians, ages 18
to 40.
They looked at those who were
regular users of sunscreen in childhood and compared to those who
rarely used the products. The results
were published last week in JAMA
Dermatology.
“The association of sun exposure
and sunburn with melanoma risk,
particularly in childhood, is well
established, and this study showed
that regularly using sunscreen was
protective against the harmful effects
of sun exposure,” said Anne Cust,
lead researcher and director of the
Cancer Epidemiology and Prevention
Research group at the University of
Sydney’s School of Public Health.
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the rival Macon Bacon — in which
SIDELINE CHATTER rable.
The words “get down!” hadn’t
Bananas players will wear kilts
By Dwight Perry
been uttered this much since the
— has been rescheduled.
The Seattle Times (TNS)
disco era.
But why stop there? Kilt the
Pearl of wisdom
umpire!
Rookie alert
“Rocky Mountain Oysters” is
Skunked in Reno
Astros pitcher Justin Verlander
among the five finalists to replace
A skunk ran across the outfield
and model wife Kate Upton are
SkySox as the nickname of ColoMonday night during a Pacific Coast
expecting their first child.
rado Springs’ minor-league baseball
League game in Reno.
In lieu of Johnson’s baby powder,
team.
For some strange reason,
they plan to use a rosin bag.
If Oysters gets chosen, “Hit the
groundskeepers, security officers
This is what you call
cutoff man!” ought to be a popular
and other potential first responders
perspective
yell.
made themselves scarce.
Spurs coach Gregg Popovich
Whoa there, Bryce
Where’s my juice box?
— when asked about how he
So, there’s talk that Bryce Harper
France’s Kylian Mbappe, 19,
endured the death of his wife, the
cheated to win the Home Run Derby
notched a 65th-minute goal in the
Kawhi Leonard soap opera and
because his pitcher-father didn’t
4-2 win over Croatia to become the
his team’s downturn last season
wait for balls to land before throwing
youngest player since Pele did so in
— merely responded: “When you
his next pitch?
1958 to score in the World Cup final.
say we’ve endured, this is basketThat’s a first — someone saying
Not that he’s young or anything,
ball. We’re playing a child’s game
baseball could use some slowdown
but Mbappe immediately dedicated
and getting paid for it. If you look at
rules.
his historic score to mom’s halftime
what’s going on in the world, there
Survey says …
orange slices.
are billions of people enduring. We
Detroit and Cleveland came in
One at a time, please
aren’t enduring anything.”
Nos. 1 and 3 in WalletHub.com’s
Several players from Louisville’s
We now return you to our
latest rankings of America’s most2013 national-championship basregularly scheduled programming of
stressed cities.
ketball team are suing the NCAA for
divas, whiners and malcontents.
People cheer for the Lions and
stripping them of their title because
Chuck and duck
Browns there. Any further quesan assistant coach hired strippers to
Basketball Hall of Famer Charles
tions?
entice recruits. Lost in the fine print:
Barkley finished dead last at the
Shorts stop
They not only want their championAmerican Century Championship
The minor-league Savannah
ship back, but any punitive damcelebrity golf tournament, but at
Bananas’ rained-out game against
ages to be paid in $1 bills, please.
least his wild tee shots were memo-

It’s time for late summer/early fall, low-calorie vegetables
By Barbara Quinn

The Monterey County Herald (TNS)

My friend Connie is the only
person I know who calls up to
say, “Let me know if you want
me to come over and pull weeds
for you.” Weeds aside, this is the
time of year when I really admire
the green thumbs of my neighbors, especially when it comes to
the vegetables growing in their
gardens. Here are a few of my
favorites:
Eggplant: Known in France
as “aubergine,” this purple vegetable hits the top of its growing
season in August and September,
according to an article in Food
and Nutrition magazine. Super
low in calories (1 cup of cooked
eggplant has just 35 calories), this
vegetable is rich in antioxidant
substances known to protect
our bodies at the cellular level.
Eggplant’s purple color comes
from nasunin, a pigment that has
shown to help blood flow to the
brain (yes, please).

Eggplant is in the nightshade
family and as such, may trigger
inflammation in some people. We
need more research on this, however, say nutrition experts. And don’t
eat the leaves of your eggplant; they
are toxic.

Quinn on Nutrition

Since the flesh of eggplant can
easily absorb liquids, health experts
tell us to wait until just before
baking, roasting or grilling to brush
eggplant with oil.
Onions: At just 46 calories per
cup, onions provide vitamin C, fiber
and a ton of flavor to our meals,
say experts. And yes, they can
make you cry. (Throw ‘em in a food
processor with a lid to fight back the
tears.)
I personally prefer cooked onions
to raw and was pleased to find this
easy recipe for caramelized onions
by registered dietitians Deanna
Segrave-Daly and Serena Ball:
Slice 4 to 5 medium onions and

place in an oiled slow cooker with
2 tablespoons of butter and 1/4
teaspoon salt. Cook on high for 4
hours or low for 6 to 8 hours. Use
to top off the flavor of burgers,
pizza, eggs and pasta. Yum.
Zucchini: Don’t laugh; this
over-abundant summer vegetable
is also one of the lowest in calories (20 calories per cup). That’s
before we add sugar, flour and
chocolate chips to make chocolate
zucchini cake, however.
Here’s a recipe for baked zucchini chips (www.allrecipes.com)
that better fits a nutrition column:
Slice 3 small zucchini’s into 1/4
inch rounds and place in a bowl.
Drizzle with 2 tablespoons olive
oil and stir to coat. Toss in 1/2 cup
Italian-seasoned bread crumbs.
Place zucchini on a baking sheet
and sprinkle with 2 tablespoons
grated Parmesan cheese and
2 teaspoons chopped fresh
oregano. Bake at 350 degrees
for 15 minutes or until cheese is
browned.
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By Rick Brooks

BROOM HILDA

By Russel Myers

ANIMAL CRACKERS

By Fred Wagner

THE MIDDLETONS

By Ralph Dunagin and Dana Summers

Scramble solutions: use a mirror to check your answers

CHARMY’S ARMY

By Davey Jones

Bulletin Crossword Puzzle of the Week

Solutions on the right side of this page
In memory of Greg Wilkinson

DOWN
1 Bank smartphone offering
2 Type of chief or custom
3 Noisy bug
4 “In __ Time”: Hemingway story
collection
5 White fall
6 Quality control personnel
7 Mil. mail drop
8 Unchallenging reading material
9 Specialized undergrad track
10 Frosty film
11 Will go ahead as planned
12 Walter Johnson’s career-leading
110
13 Yet, poetically
14 Summer hrs.
18 Boat better not rocked
23 Many a recent refugee
25 “Arise, fair __, and kill the envious moon”: Romeo
26 Sturm __ Drang
28 Incredulous rebuke
29 Believe
31 Amethyst source
32 “I Fall to Pieces” singer
33 Inhibition
36 Catalan surrealist
37 Fund-raising target, often
38 Fair game
41 Broadband letters
42 Gallic soul
43 Agitated blog posts
44 Muddled
46 One often has a golf course
47 Clear Eyes rival
48 Seconded
49 Hospital routines
54 Tour gear
55 Drama prize
57 TV co-star of Hargitay and
Belzer
59 Spasm
60 Usually single-stranded molecule
61 Trivial thing
62 French season
63 Draw
(C) 2018 TRIBUNE CONTENT AGENCY, LLC.

Complete the grid so each row, column
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solutions

OAK ASH ELM PINE PALM MAPLE BIRCH CEDAR SPRUCE
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41 Willing to take risks
45 Slide
ACROSS
50 Shocked letters
22 Exaggerates, as a rŽsumŽ
1 Without markup
51 Colleague of Ruth and Sonia
24 Follow
7 Informed
52 Trillionth: Pref.
27 Ref. with quarterly online
15 Like the Godhead
53 Kit Carson House site
updates
16 Where flocks assemble
56 Texter’s “Keep the rest to
30 Slide
17 Slide
yourself”
34 Respond to a failed delivery
19 “Defending Liberty Pursuing
58 Moo __ pork
35 Not your average joe?
Justice” org.
59 Slide
36 Video game hero with a kart
20 Org. for Sharapova and
64 Way to be there when you can’t
39 “To wrap up ... “
Kournikova
be there
40 Epic including the Catalogue of
21 Base or case closer
65 Looked for a school, perhaps
Ships
66 Tape container
67 Jousting mounts
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Bulletin Horoscope
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Use your
gift for gab and originality of thought
to convince others of the value of
your ideas. Lighthearted teasing
and sharing whimsical experiences
can be acceptable in some of the
most businesslike settings this
week.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Your
home is a haven of happiness.
Workplace emergencies are easily
handled. Don’t let passing power
struggles get under your skin this
week. Escape to a soft couch and
home cooked meal, surrounded by
loved ones.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
may be mesmerized by mysteries.
In the upcoming week, you may be
attracted to someone or something
because you are fascinated by
intrigue. Dig up the facts to reveal
every secret so that you are completely informed.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
You have the power to design your
own attitudes, beliefs and choices.
Although the news may be negative, and the tone may be pessimistic, you have the ability to be
a positive force in the world in the

week ahead.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22Dec. 21): You may dance to the
rhythm of romance in the week to
come. Every opportunity to bask in
admiration will make your life a little
brighter. New friends and contacts
may help you realize your dreams.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): You can’t control what happens
in your life, but you can always
control what you do with what happens in your life. Honor the rules
and remain aboveboard in the week
ahead. Steer clear of anything of
questionable integrity.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Keep a toothbrush and toothpaste
handy if you are going to look a
gift horse in the mouth. Accept
whatever comes your way with
good grace, and scrutinize it, but
don’t push your luck too far in the
week ahead.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Pay it forward. Offering a little kindness won’t detract from your own
forward progress and might even
make you feel more confident about
your own self-worth. Do something
nice for someone this week.

History of the World On This Day
AUGUST 7
1789 Congress established the
U.S. War Department.
1959: The United States
launched Explorer 6, which sent
back a picture of Earth.
2007: Barry Bonds passes
Hank Aaron on baseball’s all-time
homerun list. The record, however,
is discredited by many because of
Bond’s alleged steroid use.
AUGUST 8
1588: English forces attacked
the Spanish Armada, permanently
crippling Spain’s “invincible” fleet.
1876: Thomas Edison patented
the mimeograph machine.
1974: President Nixon
announced he would resign the
following day as a result of the
Watergate scandal.
AUGUST 9
1854: Henry David Thoreau’s
Walden, recounting his experiment
in solitary life on the shores of
Massachusetts’ Walden Pond, was

published.
1974: Vice president Gerald
Ford was sworn in as president
following Nixon’s resignation.
1995: Jerry Garcia, lead singer
and guitarist of the Grateful Dead,
died.
AUGUST 10
1846: The Smithsonian Institution was established in Washington, D.C., from funds left by British
scientist James Smithson.
1921: Franklin D. Roosevelt
was stricken with polio at his
summer home on Campobello
island.
1948: Candid Camera with Allen
Funt debuted on television.
1988: President Reagan signed
a bill that awarded $20,000 to
each survivor of the JapaneseAmerican internment.
AUGUST 11
1934: The first inmates arrived
at the federal prison on Alcatraz
Island in San Francisco Bay.

1954: More than seven years
of fighting in Indochina formerly
ended with the cessation of
French control.
AUGUST 12
1851: Issac Singer patented the
sewing machine.
1972: The last American
combat troops left Vietnam.
2000: The Russian military submarine, Kursk, and its crew were
lost in the Barents Sea.
AUGUST 13
1906: An all-black army unit
was accused of a shooting rampage that left 1 civilian dead at
Fort Brown in Brownsville, Texas.
In 1972, they were all exonerated.
1942: Disney’s Bambi opened
at Radio City Music Hall in New
York City.
1961: The border between East
and West Berlin was closed and
marked with a barbed wire fence.
1995: Baseball great Mickey
Mantle died of cancer.

Jumble Answers
Jumbles: PARCH ADMIT TRUANT PEWTER
Answer: The Army base had a softball team and the general was the -- TEAM CAPTAIN

ARIES (March 21-April 19):
It may be challenging to appear
cooperative as this week unfolds.
You might be tempted to express
your rebelliousness by spending
money impulsively. Someone might
see you as the answer to their
fantasies.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
There would be no butterflies if
nothing ever changed. Once you
make your bed you must lie in it,
but the truth is that once you have
rested you will have to make the
bed again. Learn to be flexible in
the week ahead.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): You
hope everyone thinks you are intelligent, but a scholar’s mortarboard
or diploma isn’t a prerequisite. You
won’t need to go too far out of your
way to appear bright, sharp, and
capable in the week to come.
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
It could be difficult to compromise
your principles and ethics in the
week ahead. You might not agree
with everyone in your circle or
community, but you will do the right
thing when it is solely a personal
choice.
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